Context. Lithium abundances in open clusters are a very effective probe of mixing processes, and their study can help us to understand the large depletion of lithium that occurs in the Sun. Owing to its age and metallicity, the open cluster M67 is especially interesting on this respect. Many studies of lithium abundances in M67 have been performed, but a homogeneous global analysis of lithium in stars from subsolar masses and extending to the most massive members, has yet to be accomplished for a large sample based on high-quality spectra. Aims. We test our non-standard models, which were calibrated using the Sun with observational data.
Introduction
Lithium is destroyed by proton capture at temperatures above 2.4 × 10 6 K. In Sun-like stars, material in layers at this temperature can be mixed with photospheric layers through convection and diverse processes such as diffusion, meridional circulation, and internal gravity waves (e.g. Talon 2008) . As a consequence, stars undergoing these processes have lower lithium abundances than their initial values. This phenomenon is known as lithium depletion, and makes lithium abundance one of the most effective probes of mixing processes in stars.
Astronomers have long dedicated huge observational and theoretical efforts to understand how and when lithium is depleted in stars. Depletion of lithium can occur during both the pre-main sequence (PMS) and the main sequence (MS) lifetime of solar-type stars (e.g. D'Antona & Mazzitelli 1984 D'Antona & Montalbán 2003; Pinsonneault et al. 1989; Hobbs et al. 1989; Charbonnel et al. 1992; Pasquini et al. 1994; Chaboyer et al. 1995; Ventura et al. 1998; Montalbán & Schatzman 1996; Chen et al. 2001; Piau & Turck-Chièze 2002; Théado & Vauclair 2003b; Lambert & Reddy 2004; Takeda & Kawanomoto 2005; Sestito & Randich 2005; Sestito et al. 2006) . Lithium depletion by rotationally driven mixing has been related to the rotational history of stars, which, in turn, has been related to Send offprint requests to: G. Pace, email: gpace@astro.up.pt planet formation (e.g. Bouvier 2008 ). The influence of planets is the subject of much debate. There are claims of stronger lithium depletion in planet-hosting stars but only in a very narrow range around solar T eff (Gonzalez 2008; Israelian et al. 2009 ). However, This evidence has been challenged by other authors, who claim that no difference in lithium abundance is detected between stars with and without detected planets when unbiased samples are analyzed Ghezzi et al. 2010; Baumann et al. 2010) . Furthermore, at a given mass and metallicity there is a clear relation between lithium abundances and age, independently of the star being a planet host or not Baumann et al. 2010) .
Obviously, there are two main parameters favoring lithium depletion: the depth, hence the temperature to which the mixing extends and the length of time for which the process is active, i.e. the age of the star. However, the dependence of the former parameter on stellar mass, age, and metallicity is not simple, nor is there a general consensus on which additional parameters are involved. Despite decades of observations in clusters and field stars, no clear and widely accepted picture has yet been drawn.
Lithium abundance in open clusters is a precious tool for understanding mixing processes because stars in open clusters share the same age and initial chemical composition, therefore allow us to see how lithium depletion varies with stellar mass and to test non-standard models of stellar mixing. A crucial question, on which observations of clusters can cast light, is whether there is a spread in lithium abundance for stars with the same fun-damental parameters, i.e. mass, chemical composition, and age, which is to say, whether lithium abundance in a given open cluster is a tight function of the stellar mass. In case it is not, careful study of the deviating stars would be important to constrain the parameters that cause the spread of lithium abundances, such as for example the initial rotation velocity .
Some early observations indicated that there is a certain amount of spread in the lithium abundances versus mass distribution in a few clusters, and its absence, or at least the lack of evidence for it, in many others. Examples of clusters belonging to the former group are the Pleiades Soderblom et al. 1993a) and Praesepe (Soderblom et al. 1993b ) for low-mass stars (M ≤ 0.9 M ⊙ ). However, many of the early claims about a spread in the lithium versus mass distribution in open clusters have lately been revised. Xiong & Deng (2005 , 2006 found that most, if not all, of the lithium dispersion for a given mass in members of α turb Per and Pleiades, can be accounted for by inhomogeneous reddening, stellar spots, and stellar surface activity, rather than by a genuine variation. King et al. (2000) , analyzing Praesepe stars, ascribed most of the scatter to variations in activity-regulated ionization of the lithium atom. In support of this hypothesis, they mentioned the lesser amount of scatter in two older and chromospherically quieter open clusters: Hyades ) and M34 (Jones et al. 1997 ). Now, we can add to the list several clusters older than the Hyades, such as NGC752 (Sestito et al. 2004 ), NGC188 (Randich et al. 2003) , and Berkeley32 (Randich et al. 2009 ). There are, however, examples of old clusters presenting a significant amount of scatter. One of them is NGC3680, but the scatter in this cluster is especially at temperatures higher than ∼ 6500 K (Anthony-Twarog et al. 2009) , and too few stars at lower temperature have been analyzed. Another old cluster apparently showing a spread in the lithium abundance distribution is M67, which is a well-studied cluster, subject to a number of lithium abundance investigations. However, a comprehensive study in which lithium abundances were analyzed for a large number of members in all evolutionary stages, taking advantage of already available high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) spectra, is still lacking.
Since M67 has an age of about 3.9 Gyr (e.g. VandenBerg et al. 2007; Castro et al. 2011 ) and about solar metallicity (e.g. Tautvaišiene et al. 2000; Randich et al. 2006; Pace et al. 2008; Pasquini et al. 2008; Önehag et al. 2011) , it can provide insight into the behavior of lithium in relatively old solar type stars, which is important to assess why some old solar analogs in the field seem to have too much lithium for their ages .
In this work, we homogenize all previous studies on M67 stars by obtaining a consistent set of temperatures, applying corrections to the lithium abundances when needed (due to revised effective temperatures), and taking into account non-local thermal equilibrium (non-LTE) effects on the lithium abundances. We analyze stars from the MS to the red giant branch (RGB), comparing our models to the observed behavior of lithium abundance as a function of mass. In Sect. 2, we describe the data. In Sect. 3, we compare the effective temperatures from different references used in the paper. In Sect. 4, we present details of our stellar models, and in Sect. 5 we discuss our results. Finally, in Sect. 6 we give our conclusions.
Sample and data
Our database is a compilation of literature sources of lithium abundance measurements, namely Canto , Randich et al. (2007) , Jones et al. (1999), and . When multiple measurements were available for a single object, we adopted the most recent. Some of the data included in our compilation, namely data from Castro et al. (2011) and Table 2 in Jones et al. (1999) , are refinements of previous abundance determinations. The final sample amounts to 103 stars. For the solar twin YBP 1194, Önehag et al. (2011) used the highest quality spectra available to date to determine its lithium abundance, although their result is essentially identical with that of Castro et al. (2011) , which is based on lower quality spectra; thus, either of the sources can be adopted to measure the lithium abundance of YBP 1194. The data in Pasquini et al. (1997) , Garcia Lopez et al. (1988) , Spite et al. (1987) , and Hobbs & Pilachowski (1986) were initially considered for the present compilation but eventually not used, since their whole sample was later reanalyzed in some of the works cited above. We also did not include in our compilation data from Deliyannis et al. (1994) , which is a study of tidally locked binaries, whose mechanism of lithium depletion may completely differ from that of single stars.
In some works, no quantitative estimations of the error in the lithium abundances were given. All these cases are discussed below. Pasquini et al. (2008) stated that all the stars with upper limits in their sample may have a lithium abundance comparable to the solar one. Following this piece of information, we raised their upper limits (which in some cases were as low as 0.5 dex) to 1.0 dex, which is more reasonable considering the quality of the spectra available to Pasquini et al. (2008) . However, this correction hardly changes the general picture drawn using data in Table A.2 of Pasquini et al. (2008) , which points to a significant spread in lithium abundances at about one solar mass. Their estimation of the uncertainty in lithium abundance due to the uncertainty in the equivalent width, for a star with A(Li) = 2.2, is ±0.04 dex, and no evaluation is given for stars with lower abundances. Since lithium abundance is extremely sensitive to temperature, the uncertainty in the latter may contribute to that of the former in a non-negligible way, even when it is extremely low. This contribution was not quantified by Pasquini et al. (2008) . Castro et al. (2011) , in reanalyzing the solar twins of Pasquini et al. (2008) with spectral synthesis, found a global error of 0.1 dex. Their stars have Li abundances that are lower than the average of the sample studied by Pasquini et al. (2008) . We conservatively assumed this error (0.1 dex) for all stars in Pasquini et al. (2008) . Jones et al. (1999) estimated an error of 0.05 dex in lithium abundance due to the uncertainty in the equivalent width, and an equal error due to the uncertainty in the temperature of 50 K. We were conservative once again, and we summed linearly these two sources of error and assumed for all lithium abundances an uncertainty of 0.1 dex. This same value was also assumed for their measurements made by reanalyzing literature data.
Information on photometry and membership was taken, whenever possible, i.e. for 95 out of 103 stars, from the work of Yadav et al. (2008) , otherwise it was taken from the reference of the study on lithium abundance. Of the 95 stars of our sample studied by Yadav et al. (2008) , 87 had radial velocity from the same source. For the remaining 8 stars, Yadav et al.'s membership information was based on photometry and proper motions. Six of the 8 stars of the final sample not studied by Yadav et al. (2008) , have radial velocity data available from the lithium abundance study, therefore only 10 stars do not have radial velocities. We discarded stars with radial velocities outside the range of values from 30 to 38 km s stragglers Sanders 2204 and Sanders 997 and other known binaries.
In Fig. 1 , we plot a color-magnitude diagram of M67 stars, and the isochrone calculated from our models, with the parameters for M67 found in Castro et al. (2011) , i.e. [Fe/H] = 0.01, (m− M) = 9.68, and E(B−V) = 0.02, and age of 3.87 Gyr. Black dots are the stars from the sample of Yadav et al. (2008) , red filled circles are the stars studied in this paper, and open squares are deviant stars (see Sect. 5.3) . Roman numbers I, II, and III are defined in Sect. 5.
Photometric and membership information, are available at CDS in electronic form (Table 1) .
Temperatures and corrected lithium abundances
Lithium abundances are strongly sensitive to the effective temperature. To check for the dependence on the adopted effective temperatures, we compared different estimates, using the literature source from which the lithium abundances were also taken, a photometric calibration, and the isochrone. To determine the effective temperature by means of the isochrone, we proceeded in the following way: we plotted in the same CMD data points for each star and the isochrone computed for M67 age and metallicity, shifted according to its distance modulus and reddening. For each stellar data point, we then took the closest point on the isochrone, and adopted the corresponding physical parameters, i.e., in the case under consideration, effective temperature. For the remainder of the paper, we refer to this kind of temperature estimation as either "isochrone temperature", or T iso with the further specification of the isochrone used. "Isochrone masses" were computed in the very same way. Summarizing, we have the following four temperature estimations:
1. the T eff adopted in the paper from which the lithium abundance was taken (T orig ); 2. the isochrone temperature adopting models and parameters for M67 as in Yadav et al. (2008) , who in turn adopted BaSTI models (Pietrinferni et al. 2004 ) (T iso−BaSTI ); 3. the isochrone temperature adopting isochrones and parameters for M67 in Castro et al. (2011) (T iso−Castro ); 4. using a photometric calibration, from Casagrande et al. (2010) for dwarfs and sub-giants, and from Kučinskas et al. (2005) for giants (T calib or "calibration temperature").
A comparison between the different temperature evaluations shows that the differences are significant. When comparing T orig with the other temperature evaluations, the heterogeneity of the data, especially in the assumed reddening for M67, is certainly a main cause of these differences, and one of the aims of the present study is to homogenize the different determinations. The mean differences between T orig on the one hand, and T iso−BaSTI , T iso−Castro , and T calib on the other, are, respectively, 19, 50, and 95 K. The differences between calibration and isochrone temperatures arise, instead, from the isochrone in the CMD leaving most of the points on the right (cooler) side. This is because the calibration temperature is affected by the presence of undetected companions, which move the data points brighter and cooler in the CMD. In computing isochrone temperatures, we exploit the fact that the stars belong to the same cluster. The isochrone on the CMD is the locus where we would expect all the photometric data points to be if there were no photometric errors and no multiple systems. T iso is the temperature corresponding to this locus, therefore it should be unaffected by the presence of undetected companions. This is confirmed by the overall good agreement between T iso and T orig for the 82 stars studied in Canto . In these stars, T orig is based on spectroscopic analysis and is therefore very precise. We label T spec this subset of T orig based on spectroscopic analysis. The linear best fit to the data points in the T spec versus isochrone temperature graph is very close to the identity: T iso−BaSTI = 0.99 · T spec − 2.5 K. We can confidently claim that the errors in the isochrone temperatures are random in nature.
We note that the two different evaluations of effective temperature using either isochrone, i.e. T iso−BaSTI and T iso−Castro , are consistent with each other within the margins of error for most of the stars. The only significant differences arise for sub-giant stars and, to a lesser extent, for turn-off stars.
Corrections to lithium abundance measurements were applied according to the differences between T orig and, respectively, T iso−BaSTI , T iso−Castro , and T calib . At the same time, we also took into account NLTE effects using the grid of NLTE corrections computed by Lind et al. (2009) .
All temperature estimations, corrected and uncorrected lithium abundances, along with the photometric and membership information, are available on-line in Table 1 .
In Fig. 2 , we plotted the lithium abundances as a function of mass for both the stellar data points and two models. Red filled circles with error bars are the stars of our sample with detected lithium line, and green filled triangles represent upper limits. Open squares with error bars and, only in the case of one upper limit, the open triangle, represent the deviant stars discussed in Sect. 5.3. The models are discussed extensively in Sect. temperature by carrying out a detailed spectroscopic analysis. Their temperature evaluation is more precise than that obtained using photometric information. Therefore, for the 82 stars studied in these works, we used the values given in the literature to produce Fig. 2 . In contrast, for the remaining 21 stars, we used T iso−Castro , and the corresponding corrected value of the lithium abundance. For all of the stars, the mass adopted is the isochrone mass, which was computed using the isochrone and the parameters for M67 adopted in Castro et al. (2011) .
Stellar evolutionary models
For this study, stellar evolutionary models were computed using the Toulouse-Geneva stellar evolution code TGEC (Hui-Bon-Hoa 2008). Details on the physics of these models can be found in Richard et al. (1996 Richard et al. ( , 2004 , do Nascimento et al. (2000), and Hui-Bon-Hoa (2008).
Input physics
We used the OPAL2001 equation of state by Rogers & Nayfonov (2002) and the radiative opacities by Iglesias & Rogers (1996) , completed with the low temperature atomic and molecular opacities by Alexander & Ferguson (1994) . The nuclear reactions were described by the analytical formulae of the NACRE (Angulo et al. 1999 ) compilation, taking into account the three pp chains and the CNO tricycle with the Bahcall & Pinsonneault (1992) The abundance variations in the following chemical species were computed individually in the stellar evolution code: H, He, C, N, O, Ne, and Mg. Both Li and Be were treated separately only as a fraction of the initial abundance. The heavier elements were gathered in a mean species Z. The initial composition follows the Grevesse & Noels (1993) mixture with an initial helium abundance Y ini = 0.268. We chose to use the "old" abundances of Grevesse & Noels (1993) instead of the "new" mixture of Asplund et al. (2009) . This choice was motivated by the disagreement between models computed with the new abundances and the helioseismic inversions for the sound-speed profile, the surface helium abundance, and the convective zone depth (e.g. Serenelli et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, according to Caffau et al. (2009) , the solar metallicity using their own three-dimensional analysis is given by the values Z = 0.0156 and Z/X = 0.0213, which are closer to those of Grevesse & Noels (1993) . In all cases, the solar abundances remain uncertain. We note that the accretion of metal-poor material (e.g. Castro et al. 2007; Guzik & Mussack 2010) as supported by the lack of refractory elements in the solar atmosphere ), may help to reduce the discrepancy between the solar model and helioseismic data. Thus, the low solar abundances of Asplund et al. (2009) may actually be representative of the solar photosphere, while in the solar interior the abundances may be higher.
Diffusion and rotation-induced mixing.
The microscopic diffusion is computed with the atom test approximation. All models include gravitational settling with diffusion coefficients computed as in Paquette et al. (1986) . Radiative accelerations are not computed here, since we focus only on solar-type stars where their effects are small when mixing is taken into account (Turcotte et al. 1998; Delahaye & Pinsonneault 2005) . Rotation-induced mixing is computed as described in Théado & Vauclair (2003a) . This prescription is an extension of the approach of Zahn (1992) and Maeder & Zahn (1998) , and introduces the feedback effect of the µ-currents in the meridional circulation, caused by the diffusioninduced molecular weight gradients. It introduces two free parameters in the computations: C h and α turb (cf. Eq. (20) of Théado & Vauclair 2003a) . The evolution in the rotation profile follows the Skumanich's law (Skumanich 1972) with an initial surface rotation velocity on the zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) equal to V i = 100 km.s −1 , which roughly corresponds to the mean rotation velocity of stars hotter than about 7000 K in the Hyades according to the statistical study of Gaige (1993) . The parameters of the Skumanich's law are calibrated to match the solar rotation velocity at the solar age (∼ 2 km.s −1 ). Other prescriptions were tested by other authors to model the lithium destruction. Charbonnel & Talon (1999) and Palacios et al. (2003) included angular momentum transport induced by mixing. However, since a rotation-induced mixing alone cannot account for the flat rotation profile inside the Sun, these authors later introduced the possible effect of internal gravity waves triggered at the bottom of the convective zone (see e.g. , which allows the hot side of the Lidip to be reproduced. Other authors suggested that the internal magnetic field is more important than internal waves in transporting angular momentum (Gough & McIntyre 1998) . In any case, when applied to the solar case, all of these prescriptions are able to reproduce the lithium depletion observed in the Hyades, and the results are ultimately quite similar (Talon & Charbonnel 1998; Théado & Vauclair 2003b) .
We also include a shear layer below the convective zone, which is treated as a tachocline (see Spiegel & Zahn 1992 ). This layer is parametrized with an effective diffusion coefficient that decreases exponentially downwards (Brun et al. 1998 (Brun et al. , 1999 Richard et al. 2004 ):
where D bcz and r bcz are the value of D tacho at the bottom of the convective zone and the radius at this location, respectively, and ∆ is the half width of the tachocline. Both D bcz and ∆ are free parameters and the absolute size of the tachocline (i.e., ∆/R * where R * is the radius of the star) is supposed to be constant during the evolution. An overshooting of parameter α ov = 0.01H P has been included in the models that develop a convective core.
Models and calibration
We calibrated a model of 1.00 M ⊙ to match the observed solar effective temperature and luminosity at the solar age. The calibration method of the models is based on the Richard et al. (1996) prescription: for a 1.00 M ⊙ star, we adjusted the mixing-length parameter α and the initial helium abundance Y ini to reproduce the observed solar luminosity and radius at the solar age. The observed values that we used are those of Richard et al. (2004) , i.e., L ⊙ = 3.8515 ± 0.0055 × 10 33 erg.s −1 , R ⊙ = 6.95749 ± 0.00241 × 10 10 cm, and t ⊙ = 4.57 ± 0.02 Gyr. For the best-fit solar model, we obtained L = 3.8501 × 10 33 erg.s −1 and R = 6.95524 × 10 10 cm at an age t = 4.576 Gyr. The free parameters of the rotation-induced mixing determine the efficiency of the turbulent motions. They are adjusted to produce a mixing that is both: 1) efficient and deep enough to smooth the diffusion-induced helium gradient below the surface convective zone, thus improving the agreement between the model and seismic sound speed profiles; 2) weak and shallow enough to avoid the destruction of Be. Following Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , the Be abundance of the Sun is A(Be) = 1.40 ± 0.09. We obtained a slight Be destruction by a factor of 1.33 with respect to the meteoritic value, which is well within the error in the solar Be abundance.
The calibration of the tachocline allows us to reach the solar lithium depletion (A(Li) = 1.10 ± 0.10 (e.g. Grevesse & Sauval 1998 ) and for our best-fit solar model we obtained A(Li) = 1.04. We also checked that the sound velocity profile of our best-fit model is consistent with that deduced from helioseismology inversions by Basu et al. (1997) . Our calibration is in excellent agreement with helioseismology, more accurately than 1% for most of the star, except in the deep interior, where the discrepancy reaches 1.5%.
We computed a grid of evolutionary models of masses in the 0.90 to 1.34 M ⊙ range, with a step of 0.01 M ⊙ in mass, and a metallicity of [Fe/H] = 0.01, which is a simple average of different estimates of the metallicity of M67 (see Pasquini et al. 2008) . We ran the models from the ZAMS to the top of the RGB for the most massive stars. The input parameters for all the models are the same as for the 1.00 M ⊙ model.
There is no a priori reason why the calibration of the parameters of the extra mixing for the model of 1.00 M ⊙ should also hold for different masses, and at different times during the evolution of the stars. In their work, Théado & Vauclair (2003b) adjusted the free parameters of the rotation-induced mixing with the TGEC for each one of the models of different masses to obtain the correct lithium depletion at the age of the Hyades. They noted that the horizontal diffusion coefficient is very mass-dependent. The uncertainty associated with these parameters led us to analyze their impact on the destruction of lithium as a function of stellar mass. To do so, a first set of models was calculated to reproduce the profile of lithium abundance as a function of mass for the Hyades open cluster. Our Hyades sample is a compilation of EW measurements of the lithium line at 6708 AA from several sources Thorburn et al. 1993; Soderblom et al. 1990; . All the stars identified as binaries in Thorburn et al. (1993) were excluded. When more than one reference was available for a star, we used the most recent. Masses and temperatures were taken either directly from , or computed from the relationship between B-V and, respectively, mass and temperature, obtained from the data in the same paper. The result of the compilation is available at CDS in electronic form ( Table 2 ). The parameters C h and α turb of the rotation-induced mixing of the models, with masses from 0.800 to 1.400 M ⊙ , with a step of 0.050 M ⊙ , are calibrated to reproduce at the age of the Hyades (625 Myr) the observed destruction of lithium. In these calibrations, we did not include the tachocline that is used in the code to calibrate solar models, because in the solar mass stars the bottom of the convective zone is very close to the lithium destruction layer (Théado & Vauclair 2003b ). The same calibration is then used to calculate a set of models of M67 stars. The values of the parameters C h and α turb for all calibrations are given in Table 3 .
Discussion
The observed spread in the lithium abundance versus mass distribution of M67 for stars of about one solar mass or lower, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 2 , suggests that an extra variable (in addition to mass, age, and metallicity) is at work, leading to different lithium depletion in cluster stars of the same mass. The fundamental question here (since the spread is present) is which other variable may cause a large range of lithium abundance at a fixed mass?
Our database includes stars ranging from the MS to the subgiant and giant branches, so is well-suited to both address the issue of spread and test models of non-standard mixing for different masses.
Models that point to rotational mixing as the major cause of lithium depletion (see e.g. Pinsonneault 2010, for a review), predict that this only depends on the age, metallicity, mass, and the initial angular momentum of the star. This last parameter, however, may vary for otherwise similar stars, introducing a spread in the lithium abundances. The variation in the initial rotation velocity by a factor two in our models has a weak effect of about 0.05 dex of magnitude for the lithium destruction, because the Skumanich's law used implies that there is a strong drop in the rotation velocity very early on in stellar evolution. The Skumanich's law is empirical, and we should in the future include in the code the transport of angular momentum to ensure a more reliable estimation of the spread of the lithium abundance due to a possible spread in the initial angular momentum.
The depth of the surface convection zone and the nuclear burning depend strongly on the total stellar mass 
Lithium abundance and mass
In Fig. 2 , we compare our model predictions with our inferred stellar masses and lithium abundances for our sample of M67 stars. The solid line represents an isochrone constructed with all the models including the effects of atomic diffusion, gravitational settling, and rotation-induced mixing calibrated for the Sun as described in Sect. 4. The age of the models is 3.87 Gyr as determined in Castro et al. (2011) . Initial lithium abundances were chosen to equal A(Li) = 3.26, the estimated initial solar value based on meteorites ). This lithium abundance is 0.05 dex lower than the previously accepted meteoritic lithium abundance (A(Li) = 3.31, see Grevesse & Sauval 1998) . The dashed line represents an isochrone for the same models but where the initial lithium abundance was rescaled by −0.45 dex to fit the plateau at A(Li) = 2.5. This suggests that the initial M67 lithium abundance may have been lower than 3.26, or that our models are not depleting enough lithium. We note, however, that according to Deliyannis et al. (1994) , based on a short-period tidally locked binary in M67, the initial lithium abundance in M67 was at least A(Li) = 3.0. This would reduce the shift necessary to match our models with the lithium content in the plateau to only about −0.2 dex. However, the hypothesis of a lower initial lithium content seems weak and unrealistic. We are left with an insufficient destruction of lithium by rotationally driven mixing mechanisms. Théado & Vauclair (2003b) showed that for masses higher than 1.0 M ⊙ , it is necessary to increase the values of these parameters as a function of mass to account for the lithium depletion at the age of the Hyades. To analyze the influence of these parameters on the lithium destruction, we calculated another set of models, in which the rotation-induced mixing parameters was calibrated for each mass, as described in Sect. 4. The isochrone at the age of M67 of these models is represented by the dotted line in Fig. 2 . These models reproduce more closely in a quantitative way the profile of lithium destruction in M67, but the arbitrary calibration of the mixing parameters for each mass is a very unsatisfactory method. There appears to be no clear relation between the mixing parameters and mass that might have a physical significance.
For stars with masses lower than 1.1 M ⊙ (roman number I in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) , the lithium depletion progressively increases toward lower masses. A dispersion is observed in this mass range and confirmed by several authors (Pasquini et al. 1997; Jones et al. 1999; Randich et al. 2002 Randich et al. , 2007 Pasquini et al. 2008) . We note that in this region, some upper limits used may be considered as too optimistic. In this context, Önehag et al. (2011) analyzed the M67 solar twin YBP 1194 using spectra of good quality (R ∼ 50, 000, S /N = 160), but even with such a spectrum they found that it is challenging to robustly determine a lithium abundance in the solar twin YBP 1194. A careful analysis of solar analogs in M67 using high quality spectra is urgently needed for stars around 1 M ⊙ . However, we note that four stars at 1.01 M ⊙ span as wide a range of lithium abundances as 1.1 dex, and one of them is a revised upper limit. A considerable amount of scatter in the data in this region remains after raising the upper limits, whose real presence should be considered highly probable based on the presently available data. Stellar rotation and the history of angular momentum induce it either directly through rotational mixing or indirectly by driving other processes such as diffusion and internal gravity waves (Montalbán & Schatzman 2000) . Planetary accretion may also be at work in solar-type stars, and induce mass-independent lithium destruction (Théado et al. 2010 ).
The low lithium abundance observed in low-mass stars in M67 also exists because these stars have had more time to burn their lithium during the PMS and have a surface convection zone that both retreats more slowly and ends up at greater depths on the MS. We note that, for this range of masses and these evolutionary stages, the standard models predict that the bottom of the convective zone is not hot enough to account for the decrease in lithium, even though the observed low lithium abundances clearly indicates the need for a more realistic representation of transport mechanisms in low mass stars.
Stars with masses 1.1 M ⊙ < M ≤ 1.28 M ⊙ (between roman number I and II in Figs. 1 and 2 ) are close to the turn off (or about to leave the MS) and at these masses the surface convection zone and the mixed layers below the convection zone are too thin to support temperatures high enough to cause the nuclear destruction of lithium. Furthermore in this mass range the PMS lithium depletion tapers off to essentially zero. We can therefore easily see why there should be a plateau with a nearly constant lithium abundance for this mass range. One important test of our model will be in fact to reproduce the general morphology of the lithium depletion behavior. This is the region where the offset between our models and observations becomes apparent, as discussed above.
Stars with masses above 1.28 M ⊙ are sub-giants following an evolutionary path from the turn-off to the RGB. In Figs. 1 and 2, this stage is marked by the roman numbers II and III. The lithium abundance predicted for standard models of subgiant and giant stars is mainly controlled by dilution (Iben 1966 (Iben , 1967a Scalo & Miller 1980 ). This process was described originally by Iben (1965) and appears when a star evolves off the MS. When the stars crosses the sub-giant branch and climbs the RGB, the surface convective zone increases its fraction in mass. Lithium-poor material rises to the surface and is mixed with Li-rich material. This process stops when the convective zone reaches its maximum size. From our models, the predicted value for lithium-abundance post-dilution is A(Li) = 1.0 dex. The observations clearly show the need for a non-standard transport processes for sub-giants and evolved stars of M67. Canto discussed the depletion of the surface lithium abundance and whether there is an additional nonstandard transport process related to the transport of matter and angular momentum by meridional circulation and shear-induced turbulence (Ryan & Deliyannis 1995) .
Prediction by other models
Our models successfully reproduce qualitatively the lithium depletion seen in different mass regimes in M67 stars, as shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 , the evolution with age at different masses is shown. We note that fully independent non-standard models by Xiong & Deng (2009) , also show similar trends between lithium depletion, mass, and age.
As shown in Fig. 1 of Xiong & Deng (2009) , at 4 Gyr, there is a large depletion in the lithium for models of 1 M ⊙ . As in our models, the less depleted stars are those with masses somewhat higher than 1.1 M ⊙ , although the Xiong & Deng (2009) model also fails to predict exactly the peak or plateau in lithium abundance for M67 stars close to the turnoff, requiring probably an additional lithium depletion of 0.3 dex. Stars with masses higher than 1.3 M ⊙ show severe depletion at 4 Gyr, probably because they should be in the sub-giant or giant phase. Thus, qualitatively, the models by Xiong & Deng (2009) also reproduce the M67 observations.
Deviant stars
Although overall lithium abundance appears to be a tight function of mass for stars more massive than 1.06 M ⊙ , a few objects dramatically depart from the general trend.
These objects are marked by open square symbols in Figs. 1 and 2, and are discussed below.
YBP 1075, YBP 750, YBP 769: These objects, despite being quite distant from the isochrone in the CMD diagram (more than 0.1 mag, limit under which 80% of the sample lies), are all secure members (99 or 100% of probability, based also on radial velocity). They are therefore likely to have companions too small to be detected, but bright enough to affect color and brightness. Their lithium abundance deficiency, with respect to the mean trend with the mass, is about 2.3, 1.0, and 0.5, dex respectively, much more than errors can possibly explain, and they have estimated masses in the narrow range between 1.12 and 1.18 M ⊙ . Therefore, the question of whether we identify a "secondary dip" is legitimate, although strong caution should be exercised before claiming it as highly probable. Their mass range encompasses four more stars, three of which lie significantly closer to the isochrone. If we formulate the intriguing hypothesis of an extra-mixing mechanism triggered in this narrow mass range by a low mass companion, we are still left with the unexplained case of YBP 1680, which is also likely to have a small undetected companion, but does not show any anomaly as far as lithium abundance is concerned. This matter deserves further attention.
YBP 890: This star is also a secure member, but, contrary to the three discussed above, its distance to the isochrone in the CMD is only 0.03 mag. It has a mass of about 1.24 M ⊙ , and a lithium abundance about 0.9 dex lower than YBP 961, which is estimated to be at about the same mass. Its lithium abundance is an upper limit, it may therefore be more peculiar than it appears. This star has undoubtly undergone a strong amount of extra mixing.
YBP 871 and YBP 778 are also significantly underabundant in lithium, and have masses similar to that of YBP 890. Their distance to the isochrone in the CMD is about 0.06 mag, which is larger than for YBP 890 but not dramatically large. In their case, however, we still cannot completely rule out the possibility of a combination of errors in the abundance and mass to explain their peculiar position in Fig. 2 .
YBP 942: This is a secure member of the cluster, the only star with a peculiarly high lithium abundance, which is 0.5 and 0.8 dex higher than the slightly less massive stars YBP 1320 and YBP 1318. Rather than an error in the abundance, an overestimation of the mass of this star of about 0.05 M ⊙ could help us to explain its abundance anomaly. However, its distance from the isochrone in the CMD is large at about 0.1 mag.
Lithium abundance, rotation, and chromospheric activity in M67
In stars with a convective envelope, the chromosphere and chromospheric activity are generated by non-radiative heating mechanisms caused by a magnetic field (see e.g. Hall 2008 , for a review). Rotation and differential rotation play a key role in this process, because they are at the base of the dynamo effect that sustain magnetic activity (Böhm-Vitense 2007) . Magnetic braking spins down the star, which therefore loses chromospheric activity as it loses angular momentum. While until a few years ago there was general consensus that chromospheric activity decays smoothly during the whole stellar life-time (e.g. Skumanich 1972; Barry et al. 1987; Soderblom et al. 1991; Donahue 1998; Lachaume et al. 1999) , which is still widely accepted (Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) , alternative views have also been expressed later on Lyra & Porto de Mello 2005; Zhao et al. 2011) . However, nobody questions that young stars are more chromospherically active than stars older than 1.5 Gyr (Soderblom 2010) . This picture suggests that chromospheric activity may be related to rotation and age, in a very similar way as lithium abundance. This is the rationale for a comparison between these three parameters in M67.
The most extensive chromospheric-activity survey made in M67 is that by Giampapa et al. (2006) , who collected data for over 60 MS stars. They used the HK index, i.e. a measure of the strength of the chromospheric emission in the core of the Ca II H and K line, in mÅ. The HK index is neither transformed into flux, nor corrected for photospheric contribution. Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) same plot, but after a -0.45 dex shift was applied (as in Fig. 2 ).
contribution, transformed it into flux, and normalized it for the bolometric emission. The data were taken over a time span of five years, and measurements for each star were time-averaged over large part of this interval, which is of crucial importance since the chromospheric activity undergoes a short-term variation analog of the 11-year solar cycle. Thirty-five stars studied by Giampapa et al. have Fig. 4 because it is a binary, and we excluded it from our compilation.
On the contrary, we plot Sanders 1452/YBP 1067, which is outside the margins of Fig. 4 of Giampapa et al.. In the right panel, we show that the two active outliers are highly lithium-depleted. However, these high levels of lithium depletion are also found in many other inactive stars. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the HK index and the lithium abundance is weak but significant at −0.25. This weak correlation cannot be an effect of a correlation between HK index and mass, which, for our sample, are completely unrelated. However, the correlation between HK index and lithium abundance is entirely due to the two chromospherically active and highly lithium depleted stars. If we remove them, the correlation between HK and lithium abundance is −0.05, which corresponds to a probability of the two quantities being unrelated of about 80%. Reiners & Giampapa (2009) measured the projected rotation velocities of 15 stars selected from the sample of Giampapa et al. in order to check whether rotation was at the base of the higher chromospheric activity level of some stars. The measurements were based on the cross-correlation profile of high-resolution spectra. Nine of these stars are present in our compilation of lithium abundances, and are indicated in Fig. 4 with a circle surrounding the dot. With the only exception of YBP 1067, all of the projected rotation velocities are consistent with the solar rotation, as they have an upper limit of about 2 km s −1 . On the contrary, YBP 1067 has a projected rotation velocity of about 4 km s −1 , i.e. it rotates at least twice as fast as the sun. Whether this suggests a relationship between rotation and lithium abundance is unclear. On the one hand, YBP 1067 has a very low lithium abundance, on the other hand there are two slow rotators with an even lower lithium content and one more slow rotator with an upper limit only slightly above the lithium abundance measurement for YBP 1067. More data are warranted to shed light on this matter. In particular, it would be very important to obtain true rotation periods instead of only v sin i.
Conclusions
Spectroscopic observations of stars in the open cluster M67 provide important constraints to test non-standard models of lithium depletion. We have rederived the effective temperatures of M67 stars and corrected the lithium abundances available in the literature, in order to have a homogeneous data-set for comparison with our models. We have also taken into account NLTE effects, providing a homogeneous set of NLTE Li abundances in M67. Tables with our T eff , NLTE lithium abundances, and masses are presented, so that other groups can test their non-standard stellar models.
M67 stars close to the turn-off, with masses M = 1.1 − 1.28 M ⊙ , have a peak or a plateau in lithium abundances. Less massive stars (M < 1.1 M ⊙ ) display strong lithium depletion, which increases for lower masses owing to a deepening of their convection zones. Evolved sub-giant and giant stars with M > 1.28 M ⊙ show lower Li abundances due to a dilution of their original lithium content. The above pattern is qualitatively wellreproduced by our models, as well as by the independent models of Xiong & Deng (2009) .
The lithium abundance appears to be a tight function of the mass, for stars more massive than the Sun, with a few notable exceptions that deserve a closer look. In particular, based on three over-depleted stars, we suggest that, at about 1.15 M ⊙ , the presence of a small companion may trigger a large amount of extra mixing, or perhaps the initial rotation velocity was higher in these stars. More observations are needed before drawing firm conclusions about these outliers.
Our models qualitatively reproduce many observed features of the lithium abundance as a function of mass. However, we are still far from achieving a close match between observations and models with a unique combination of the parameters.
Two stars in our compilation have chromospheric activity levels that are unusually high. They are both highly lithium depleted but, apart from this circumstance, no strong relationship between chromospheric activity and lithium abundance seems to be present. Only for one of the two chromospherically active stars has a projected rotation velocity been measured, which is ∼ 4 km s −1 , the only value that exceeds 2 km s −1 among the nine measurements in our sample. This suggests that rotation is at the base of both lithium depletion and higher chromospheric activity in this star, but that other extra mixing processes must also be efficient in some slow rotators. 
